NEWSLETTER
March, 2021
CALENDAR
March

1 TUITION DUE
15-18 Online book Fair with Usborne books
29 – April 5 – SPRING BREAK

ODDS AND ENDS
•
•
•

Please send in your 2021-2022 deposit if you have not already done so. The due
date for tuition deposit and supply fee is February 26.
Dress your child appropriately for the weather. Make sure they are prepared
to go outside every day. Springtime is muddy on the playground!
Please remember to send in a small, healthy snack for your child. Fruit and
cheese is a great snack. Please save sweets for at home treats. Children are
working hard at preschool and need a healthy snack to refuel.

USBORNE BOOK FAIR
The week of March 15, we will be hosting a virtual Usborne book fair. More details to
follow.
ENROLLMENT
We are accepting applications for the 2021-2022 school year. If you have neighbors or
friends with children aged 2 - 5 looking for a preschool, please send them our way. We
have openings for every age. Because of the pandemic, we cannot have an open house,
so word of mouth and list serve advertising is the best way to let parents know about us!

SPRING BREAK
While we are all suffering from Covid Fatigue, in thinking about Spring Break, I want to
remind you that if you travel or have relatives visit you from other places, children must
quarantine for 7 days after returning from a trip or visitors have left. School will be
closed Easter Monday but will be open the rest of the week. We appreciate everyone’s
cooperation in this regard. It is because we have all worked together that we have been
able to keep our kids safe!

FROM THE DIRECTOR
This post comes from Transforming ECE February 15, 2021
Do you ever get to the door of the classroom and realize that you’ve carried
a backpack, lunchbox and jacket while your child has skipped into the
classroom empty handed? It sometimes seems easier to be the one in
charge of carrying everything but in the long run it actually becomes a
burden. In order to facilitate independence in young children it is our job to
ensure they are responsible for their belongings.
It is important to have a routine in place when leaving for school and returning
home. A checklist by the door can be a helpful tool. Have the child look over the
list (use pictures for younger children) to see if they have what they need (ex:
shoes, lunch, backpack). When you come through the door after school have an
expectation that children will put their shoes and backpack in a specific place and
take their lunch box to the kitchen.
In my preK/K classroom the children were seen as competent and very capable
of managing daily tasks on their own. You would not believe the amount of lost
and found items that sit unclaimed in a typical preschool and elementary school.
We never had items in the lost and found. The children knew they were
responsible for their own belongings and often alerted one another to items on
the floor in the cubby area. Before returning to the classroom after recess we
checked to make sure that everything we had on our bodies when we headed
outside is still on our bodies when we came inside.
During lunch and snack times the children knew that they needed to attempt to
open food containers on their own. If they couldn’t open it they needed to ask at
least two friends before I will help them. Being self-sufficient and independent at

lunch time is a necessary skill, especially when children move to larger school
environments. When there are sixty children in a school cafeteria and two adults
there is no possible way that the teachers will be able to open containers for
every child. When purchasing new lunch containers have your child test them out
to see if they can open and close them before you head to the checkout counter.
The cutest containers are often the most difficult to open/close.
When we returned from our weekly trips to the creek the children were often cold,
wet and tired. The first thing they did when we entered the classroom was to grab
their extra clothes bin and line up at the bathroom. The process of changing
would have been faster if I helped everyone. Taking off wet clothing is very
frustrating, especially when you are trapped in inside-out tights that are stuck in
your pants leg. Working through the process each week helped the children learn
strategies to make the process smoother.
During the winter months we cleaned up the classroom five minutes earlier than
usual to ensure the children had enough time to put on our coats, hats and
gloves independently. While I was happy to provide assistance when necessary
my expectation was that each child tried to zip their coat before I helped them.
Although they would have much preferred me to do it for them, I was simply not
willing to rob them of this skill. One of the children told me that they were really
good at putting on their gloves now because I taught them how and then they
corrected that phrase and said, “because you made me do it by myself every
day!” The best way to learn is by doing!
At Fairlington, we expect and encourage children to take care of their things, put on
their coats and open snack items independently. They are viewed as fully capable here!

